Chem 112 Post Exam 3 Grade Finder Summer

Score on HW Test I (0-100) _________
Score on HW Test II (0-100) _________
Score on HW Test III (0-100) _________

Average HW Test score  add scores and divide by 3 x1.5  A. _________

Unit Quiz Score (0-40) __________  add this to line A  B. _________
The maximum grade on line B is 100. Any amount over 100 is not counted. If the sum of your HW Test average + quizzes does not equal 100, you have to estimate what you will get on the remaining quiz.

HW Test Score multiply number on line B by 0.30 (MAX=30) 1. _________

Skill Check Test Score: This number is calculated by taking the number of SCT's that you have completed so far and multiplying by 1.25 points per test. If you have not taken all of tests you will have to estimate how many you will pass by the final deadline.

Skill Check Tests Passed (0-8) _________ multiply by 1.25 2. _________

Bonus Points: Enter the number of SCT's that you have completed by the bonus deadline.

Bonus Deadlines Completed (0-8) _________ multiply by 0.25 3. _________
Score on Exam I (0-100) _________ multiply by 0.34 4. _________
Score on Exam II (0-100) _________ multiply by 0.34 5. _________
Score on Exam III (0-100) _________ multiply by 0.34 6. _________

Current grade point total for Chem 112 add lines 1-6 7. _________ out of 200

Decide what letter grade you would like to receive in Chem 112. Listed below are the low-end cutoffs for that grade as they are listed in the Chem 112 syllabus. These numbers should not change by more than 1-2 points from semester to semester.

A = 178  B = 156  C = 134  D = 112

Letter grade low-end cutoff number of points above 8. _________
Points needed for desired grade subtract line 7 from line 8 9. _________
Estimated grade needed on final exam divide line 9 by 0.58 10. _________

IF YOU WORK HARD AND STUDY HARDER YOU CAN DO IT!